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The entire figure is primed in black. For this purpose 
Hobby Paint Spray Black 28.012 is applied. In case of 
airbrushing, use Surface Primer Black 74.602.

The following mixture is used to highlight all the details 
of the miniature: 2 drops of Game Wash Black Wash 
73.201, 3 drops of Game Wash Blue Wash 73.207, 6 
drops of Thinner Medium 70.524 and 8 drops of Flow 
Improver 71.362.

To finish the armor, all edges and corners are painted 
with Game Color Wolf Gray 72.047. In addition, a few 
subtle dots of Model Color White 70.951 can be applied 
as highlights to create a higher contrast.
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With the airbrush, apply a mixture of Game Air Gray 
Shadow 72.748 and Model Air Blue 71.004 in a 3/1 
ratio. It is important to apply it on a selective way, 
keeping the black tone of the primer in the shadowed 
areas.

This mixture is applied in a controlled manner all over 
the miniature. In this way, we will achieve a light wash 
and it will deposit only in the nooks and crannies. It is 
recommended to use another brush dipped in Flow 
Improver on the lighter spots of the miniature, so that 
any excess wash can be removed from these areas.

Here is the end result for the back of the armor. Once the armor is finished, the rest of the details of the 
miniature can be painted.

Game Air Wolf Grey 72.747 is used, very carefully, 
in the areas where you want to achieve the greatest 
highlight.

The entire armor is outlined using a mixture of Game 
Color Shadow Gray 72.048 and Model Color Sky Blue 
70.961.
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How to paint an armor suit  
for “Sons of Thor” 
This tutorial shows how to paint a blue suit of armor that will be used on  
our Space Wolves army. For this step by step we will be using the “Sons of Thor” 
miniatures by Kromlech.

By Jon Gómez (Pintureando.com)
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How to paint an armor suit for “Sons of Thor”

Finished miniatures.


